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Abstract – We demonstrate that photonic and phononic crystals consisting of closely spaced
inclusions constitute a versatile class of subwavelength metamaterials. Intuitively, the voids and
narrow gaps that characterise the crystal form an interconnected network of Helmholtz-like res-
onators. We use this intuition to argue that these continuous photonic (phononic) crystals are
in fact asymptotically equivalent, at low frequencies, to discrete capacitor-inductor (mass-spring)
networks whose lumped parameters we derive explicitly. The crystals are tantamount to meta-
materials as their entire acoustic branch, or branches when the discrete analogue is polyatomic,
is squeezed into a subwavelength regime where the ratio of wavelength to period scales like the
ratio of period to gap width raised to the power 1/4; at yet larger wavelengths we accordingly
find a comparably large effective refractive index. The fully analytical dispersion relations pre-
dicted by the discrete models yield dispersion curves that agree with those from finite-element
simulations of the continuous crystals. The insight gained from the network approach is used to
show that, surprisingly, the continuum created by a closely packed hexagonal lattice of cylinders
is represented by a discrete honeycomb lattice. The analogy is utilised to show that the hexagonal
continuum lattice has a Dirac-point degeneracy that is lifted in a controlled manner by specifying
the area of a symmetry-breaking defect.

Introduction.—Mechanical mass-spring networks and1

electromagnetic circuit models have long acted to moti-2

vate, and gain qualitative intuition, in solid-state physics3

[1], continuous media containing periodic arrays of inclu-4

sions such as photonic and phononic crystals [2, 3], and5

more recently in nanophotonics [4–6], metasurfaces [7]6

and metamaterials [8]. While in some cases an exact or7

approximate analogy between the continuous model and8

its discrete representation can be systematically drawn9

[9, 10], more often such analogies are introduced heuris-10

tically to aid interpretation with the lumped parameters11

estimated and accepted as qualitative. In this Letter we12

develop asymptotically exact network analogies for two-13

dimensional photonic, or phononic, crystals formed by14

closely spaced metallic or rigid cylinders, respectively, and15

show that such materials constitute a versatile and tune-16

able family of subwavelength metamaterials.17

The analogies are developed, sequentially for acoustics18

and electromagnetism, from first principles, leading to an19

intuitive physical description where the gaps and voids20

separating the closely spaced inclusions form a coupled 21

network of Helmholtz- or LC-like resonators. The equiva- 22

lent networks, whose lumped parameters are obtained ex- 23

plicitly, have a low cut-off frequency, effectively squeezing 24

the entire acoustic branch into the subwavelength regime. 25

With the discrete network at hand we can easily predict 26

how to tune the crystal to possess desirable physical prop- 27

erties. In particular, at frequencies well below cut-off the 28

closely packed crystals have a large effective refractive in- 29

dex that is extracted in closed form. The discrete system 30

also allows accessing topical problems in a simplified set- 31

ting, with conclusions fed back to the continuum structure. 32

As an example we show that a closely packed hexagonal 33

array of cylinders is analogous to a discrete honeycomb 34

system and so, surprisingly, exhibits a Dirac point. Upon 35

introducing a geometric perturbation at the continuum 36

level, the equivalent asymptotic network becomes diatomic 37

and asymmetric, having the same form known to exhibit 38

the topological valley-Hall effect [11]. 39

Phononic crystals.— Consider first the acoustic scenario 40
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Figure 1: At low frequencies, closely packed phononic (a)
and photonic (b) crystals act as a discrete network of cou-
pled subwavelength resonators where, respectively, the narrow
parabolic gaps act as effectively massive incompressible slugs of
gas and large capacitors, while the voids act as bubbly springs
and induction loops.

of a phononic crystal of rigid cylinders surrounded by ideal41

gas. To generate an intuitive description of the physics,42

in the limit where the inclusions are closely spaced, we43

draw upon concepts that underlie classical models of the44

Helmholtz resonator [12]. The resonator physics is domi-45

nated by the motion of a well defined slug of gas moving46

back and forth in the mouth of the resonator, in response47

to external pressure changes, resisted by compressible gas48

within the resonator. Similarly, here we picture the contin-49

uous phononic crystal as a network of bubbly voids inter-50

connected by narrow gaps in which incompressible slugs of51

gas oscillate in response to the pressure difference between52

neighbouring voids.53

Although the theory is not limited to a specific lattice or54

cylinder geometry, it is didactic to first consider the sim-55

plest configuration of a square lattice of closely spaced cir-56

cular inclusions, see Fig. 1(a); the spacing between inclu-57

sions, 2h, is small compared with the pitch, 2a. Since the58

bubbly voids are bounded by rigid boundaries, at low fre-59

quencies the pressure p in any such void is approximately60

uniform and satisfies the adiabatic relation pAγ = p0A
γ
0 ,61

where A and γ denote void area and ratio of specific heats,62

respectively, and p0, A0 are reference values. Placing this63

void under compression so that the pressure is perturbed64

to p0 + ∆p reduces the area of gas to A0 − ∆A. If Q65

denotes net area flux into the void, associated with the66

total inward motion of the surrounding gas slugs, then67

∆A = Q∆t. Hence, moving from the language of incre-68

ments to that of calculus, the rate of change of pressure69

within the void is70

∂p

∂t
=
γp0
A0

Q. (1)

In general, pressure may vary from void to void, imply- 71

ing rapid variations across gaps. Conservation of momen- 72

tum relates these pressure gradients to acceleration, 73

ρ0
∂u

∂t
= −∇p, (2)

where u is the fluid’s velocity field. Consider a sin- 74

gle representative gap as in Fig. 1(c): The gap is narrow 75

having slowly varying boundaries that are locally approxi- 76

mated by parabolas. Accordingly, flow through the gap is 77

approximately incompressible, uni-directional and trans- 78

versely uniform; if x denotes an axial coordinate symmet- 79

ric about the middle of the gap, and u and q the velocity 80

and total flux in that direction, respectively, then 81

q(t) = 2

(
h+

x2

2a

)
u(x, t). (3)

Thus integrating (2) along the axis of the gap the pres- 82

sure jump between voids is 83

p+ − p− = −ρ0
δ

dq

dt
, (4)

where δ is a normalised acoustic conductivity defined as 84

δ =
1

π

√
2h

a
� 1. (5)

We interpret (4) as Newton’s second law applied to the 85

effectively massive slug of gas in a representative gap, 86

the forcing being provided by the pressure jump between 87

neighbouring bubbly voids. According to (1), the latter 88

voids act as generalised springs, where the pressure per- 89

turbation is proportional to the sum of inward displace- 90

ments of the surrounding gas slugs. Before proceeding to 91

the discrete media implied by (1) and (4), we digress to 92

derive the analogous electromagnetic equations. 93

Photonic crystals.— Consider an array of perfectly con- 94

ducting cylinders embedded in a dielectric matrix, the 95

magnetic fieldB polarised along the cylinders and the elec- 96

tric field E lying within the plane. The gap in Fig. 1(c) 97

now consists of a thin vacuum layer sandwiched between 98

two locally parabolic perfect conductors. This arrange- 99

ment acts as a capacitor, where the electric field in the 100

gap is dominated by the transverse electric-field compo- 101

nent E(x, t), where x is defined as before. Thus the ana- 102

logue of (3), 103

v(t) = 2

(
h+

x2

2a

)
E(x, t), (6)

relates the voltage across the gap to the electric field, 104

where the signs of v and E are as shown in Fig. 1(c). We 105

now consider Ampère’s law in integral form, 106

ˆ
B · dl = µε

d

dt

ˆ
E · dS, (7)
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and consider it in a plane tangent to the axis of the107

cylinders and bisecting the gap; using a closed loop in that108

plane, that enters the voids, the analogue of (4) emerges109

as110

B+ −B− =
µε

δ

dv

dt
, (8)

where referring to Fig. 1(c) the magnetic-field compo-111

nent B is defined positive in the direction pointing away112

from the page. Noting that the charge per-unit-length in113

the gap is εv/δ, the capacitance per-unit-length of the gap114

is ε/δ.115

Next, according to Faraday’s law,116

˛
E · dl = − d

dt

ˆ
B · ndS, (9)

the time-variation of the magnetic flux through any117

given void is proportional to the voltage in a loop sur-118

rounding it. Since the inclusions are perfectly conducting119

then, at low frequencies, the magnetic field is uniform in120

the void, and also the total voltage corresponds to the sum121

of voltages over the gaps surrounding it. Hence122

V = A0
dB

dt
, (10)

where the total loop voltage V is positive counter-123

clockwise. Eqs. (8) and (10) are analogous to (4) and (1),124

respectively, and provide an explicit electromagnetic in-125

terpretation of the continuous photonic crystal as a wired126

network of capacitors where the currents sloshing charge127

in between the gap capacitors are resisted by inductance128

of the coupled circuit loops.129

Network equations.— The lattice structure is now recre-130

ated by labelling the voids using indices n,m and denoting131

the pressure in, and net flux into, void n,m by pn,m and132

Qn,m, respectively. By summing (4) applied to gaps sur-133

rounding void n,m we find134

ρ0
δ

dQn,m
dt

= pn,m+1 + pn,m−1 + pn−1,m

+ pn+1,m − 4pn,m, (11)

thence from (1) a discrete wave equation,135

A0

c2δ

d2pn,m
dt2

= pn,m+1 + pn,m−1 + pn−1,m

+ pn+1,m − 4pn,m, (12)

emerges distilling all the relevant physics concisely,136

where c2 = γp0/ρ0 is the speed of sound squared. Simi-137

larly in electromagnetism we substitute pn,m by the mag-138

netic field Bn,m in void n,m, with c2 = 1/(µε) now de-139

noting the speed of light. This equation is found from140

(10) once the analog of (11) is obtained from (8), with141

ρ0Qn,m replaced by µεVn,m, where Vn,m is the voltage142

over a counter-clockwise loop around void n,m.143
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Figure 2: (a) The acoustic branch for a square array of cylin-
ders, pitch 2a, for h/a = 0.1 with numerical (symbols) and
approximate (13) (solid lines) curves shown. (b) Comparison
of numerical and approximate predictions at pointM of the ir-
reducible Brillouin zone, demonstrating the latter constitutes a
precise asymptotic approximation in the limit h/a→ 0. Points
highlighted in red connect data from one panel to the other.

The analysis given for a square lattice of circular cylin- 144

ders of radius a− h, with h� a, readily generalises to an 145

arbitrary two-dimensional lattice — of arbitrarily shaped 146

inclusions and not necessarily periodic — as long as the in- 147

clusions are separated by narrow and locally circular gaps. 148

The discrete wave equation is derived as before by apply- 149

ing (1) and (4) (or their electromagnetic analogues) to the 150

voids and gaps, in general allowing the area A0 of each 151

void and geometric parameter δ of each gap to differ; the 152

latter parameter is still given by (5), but with 1/a replaced 153

by (1/R1 + 1/R2)/2, where R1 and R2 are the local radii 154

of curvature of the gap. 155

It is noteworthy that the simplification of a continuous 156

periodic medium of closely packed inclusions, which can 157

be formalised using the method of matched asymptotic ex- 158

pansions [13], applies to any generic wave field p governed 159

by the wave equation ∂2p/∂2t− c2∇2p = 0, where c is the 160

relevant wave speed and p satisfies Neumann conditions 161

∂p/∂n = 0 on inclusion boundaries. 162

Acoustic branch.— Normally, phononic and photonic 163

crystals are non-dispersive in the subwavelength regime, 164

and are therefore described by averaged quasi-static prop- 165

erties. Here, in contrast, the narrowness of the gaps gives 166

rise to dispersion and band gaps in that regime, suggest- 167

ing that closely spaced crystals can function as metama- 168

terials. In particular, substituting into (12) a Bloch-wave 169

ansatz pn,m = exp[i(κ ·xn,m−Ωt)], where κ = (κx, κy) is 170

the Bloch wavevector and xn,m marks the position of void 171

n,m, we find 172
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Figure 3: A closely packed hexagonal lattice of cylinders forms
a honeycomb network of voids connected by narrow gaps. In-
version symmetry is broken by making the areas of the two
voids in each unit cell different.

Ω2 =
2c2δ

A0
[2− cos(2κxa)− cos(2κya)] . (13)

This dispersion relation corresponds to the acoustic173

branch of the closely packed square lattice of cylinders,174

which, noting the dependence of δ upon h/a, is squeezed175

into a subwavelength regime where wavelength and period176

scale at a ratio of (a/h)1/4 to one. Fig. 2(a) compares the177

asymptotic dispersion relation (13) for circular inclusions,178

where A0 = (4 − π)a2, with full finite element numerical179

simulations; we choose h/a = 0.1 to show the agreement180

is gratifying even for moderately small values of h/a. As181

demonstrated in Fig. 2(b), showing the maximum of the182

acoustic branch as a function of h/a, the dispersion rela-183

tion (13) is asymptotic as h/a→ 0.184

Hexagonal lattice with a Dirac point.— The physical in-185

terpretation of gaps and voids as elements forming the186

equivalent network leads to surprising predictions. For in-187

stance, a natural assumption is that a honeycomb array188

of cylinders will mimic the arrangement of graphene and189

thence allow for Dirac points in the dispersion surfaces.190

Fig. 3 shows, however, that it is the hexagonal array of191

cylinders that produces the Dirac point, the six voids sur-192

rounding the central cylinder forming a honeycomb array.193

When the cylinders are perfectly circular there are two194

identical voids in each unit cell, of area A0 = (
√

3−π/2)a2.195

More generally we allow the area of the two voids to differ,196

say due to a defect such as that in Fig. 3. We then find197

the coupled network equations,198

A0

c2δ

∂2pn,m
∂t2

= p′n,m + p′n−1,m + p′n,m−1 − 3pn,m, (14)

A′0
c2δ

∂2p′n,m
∂t2

= pn,m + pn+1,m + pn,m+1 − 3p′n,m, (15)
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Figure 4: The acoustic branch for the hexagonal array of cir-
cular cylinders (h/a = 0.01, symbols are numerics and black
line is (16) for A0 = A′

0). Insertion of a defect opens the
hexagon-lattice Dirac point at K (solid blue line is (16) for
A′

0 −A0 = 0.05a2).

where pn,m and p′n,m are the pressures in the two voids, 199

respectively of areas A0 and A′0, within unit cell (n,m); 200

the indexes n and m represent 2a displacements in the 201

ê1 = êx and ê2 directions shown in Fig. 3. The dispersion 202

relation follows as 203

A0A
′
0

c4δ2
Ω4 − 3(A0 +A′0)

c2δ
Ω2 + 6− 2 cos(2κxa)

− 4 cos(κxa) cos(
√

3κya) = 0. (16)

Fig. 4 depicts predictions of the network approximation 204

(16) for h/a = 0.01; when A0 = A′0 degeneracy occurs 205

and the discrete theory predicts a Dirac cone at the K 206

point, where Ω = ΩD = c
√

3δ/A0. This prediction agrees 207

with full-wave finite-element simulations of the original 208

hexagonal arrangement of closely spaced cylinders. We 209

also show predictions of (16) when a defect is introduced 210

such that A′0 6= A0; a band gap opens where the Dirac 211

point used to be and the frequencies at theK point become 212

ΩD and Ω′, where 213

Ω′ − ΩD
ΩD

=

√
A0

A′0
− 1. (17)

Thus our theoretical approach reveals that a closely 214

packed hexagonal lattice of cylinders possesses a Dirac 215

degeneracy, removable in a controlled fashion by modi- 216

fying a lumped geometric parameter. In particular, the 217

Dirac degeneracy is removed here by breaking inversion 218

symmetry; the crystal can now be designed to exhibit the 219

topological valley-Hall effect [14, 15] — the reduced net- 220

work model (14) of the closely packed hexagonal lattice is 221
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Figure 5: Effective refractive index neff versus the filling frac-
tion of a square lattice of circular and leaf-shaped inclusions.
(The leaf shape is ρ+ρ sin2(2θ) = a(1−h) in polar coordinates
(ρ, θ), where R1 = R2 = a/9 and A0/a

2 = 4− 3π/4
√
2.) Solid

lines: closely spaced limit (18); dashed line: Maxwell Garnett
formula [16] for the dilute limit (circular inclusions); symbols:
numerical simulations.

in fact identical to the diatomic mass-spring honeycomb222

lattice studied in Ref. [11].223

High-index metamaterials.— In the long-wavelength224

limit, namely when the ratio of the wavelength to period225

is large compared with (a/h)1/4, the frequency is well be-226

low the subwavelength Helmholtz-type (or LC-type) reso-227

nances of the network. Accordingly, the dispersion surface228

is conical and at large scales the material effectively acts229

as a homogeneous transparent medium characterised by a230

large refractive index neff. For example, the effective index231

for a square lattice is read off Eq. (13),232

neff =
1

2

√
A0

a2δ
, (18)

scaling with gap width as (h/a)−1/4 [cf. (5)]; our pre-233

diction for effective index is corroborated with numerical234

simulations in Fig. 5, for circular and leaf-shaped inclu-235

sions. While (18) implies an arbitrarily large index in the236

limit h/a→ 0: In reality this singularity is regularised at237

sufficiently small separations. Thus, for example, for elec-238

tromagnetism an important extension to this work would239

be to relax the assumption of perfectly conducting inclu-240

sions.241

Concluding remarks.— We were drawn to the intuitive242

framework developed in this Letter whilst asymptotically243

modelling closely spaced phononic and photonic crystals.244

Thus, whereas asymptotic limiting descriptions exist, and245

are of considerable value, in the dilute limit [17], in this246

equally important concentrated limit a versatile approx-247

imation method was lacking. Yet this is precisely where248

standard semi-analytical methods, such as plane-wave [18]249

and multi-pole [17, 19] expansions, as well as direct nu-250

merical methods naturally struggle. We here obtained251

asymptotic network approximations in that limit, extract- 252

ing generic scalings and formulae revealing, in hindsight, 253

that closely spaced crystals can be tuned to operate as 254

subwavelength metamaterials. In the acoustic scenario, 255

our approach is readily extended to periodic arrays of 256

three-dimensional Helmholtz resonators connected by nar- 257

row necks (note that arrays of closely spaced inclusions 258

no longer fall under this description), which would again 259

function as subwavelength metamaterials tantamount to 260

discrete networks featuring heavy masses. In the elec- 261

tromagnetic scenario, in contrast, similar simple designs 262

would generally fail to exhibit any metamaterial proper- 263

ties at low frequencies; indeed, in three dimensions the 264

electromagnetic polarisations are coupled, whereas even 265

in two dimensions only the polarisation considered herein 266

gives a non-trivial subwavelength response. Nevertheless, 267

the more complicated three-dimensional strongly capaci- 268

tive metallic structures introduced by Sievenpiper et al. 269

[2] have very similar properties, which also rely on the 270

presence of closely spaced elements. This philosophy of 271

exploiting the narrowness of gaps, supplemented by the 272

present simple analytical framework and generalisations 273

thereof, has broad application across both electromagnet- 274

ics and acoustics. 275
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